Courier travels to Gates of Hell with 11 UBC students and nine students from the National University of Singapore.

The unique summer class, called Eating Our Way Across Southeast Asia, was taught by Prof. Henry Yu of the Department of History. The students spent a month examining the history of how migrants built Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Singapore, Malacca and Kuala Lumpur, with a special emphasis on how food reflects the impact of migrants who bring various cuisines together into unique blends. The photo was taken in front of the Gates of Hell at the notorious Haw Par Villa built in 1937 by the Aw brothers, whose Tiger Balm had made them rich and famous. Inside the gates, the various levels of Hell graphically detail what forms of punishment await those who have wronged others.

If you have a picture of the Courier in an exotic location send it, along with accompanying information, to editor@vancourier.com. Photos should be a minimum resolution of 200 dpi.